Since time immemorial, the majestic islands of Sunderbans have been subject to brutal attacks from nature, so much so, that the people have become used to the regular natural exigencies that create havoc in their lives. Hundreds of thousands of people are victimized year after year.... Property worth billions are lost every year... Many a young life has been lost.... Still, the tales of woe and anguish continue in those remote villages cornered by rampaging sea and throbbing rivers....!

The entire Sunderban delta, consisting of 54 big islands, numerous small ones and the landmass arouse a wild romanticism in all and sundry. The welcoming greenery, umpteen rivers and creeks, swaying boat rides, adventurous forest lives, delicate shrimps, mouth watering fish, tiger prawn and the Royal Bengal Tiger - what else do one require to lit fire to their imagination. Sunderbans makes poets out of duds and idiots. For the ordinary people from outside, it is the land of great adventure and leisurely boat rides to lay off from the busy world outside. UNESCO thus declares Sunderban as World Heritage Site...! So, Sunderban creates wonder....!

But for the estimated 4 million people residing today, Sunderbans is their habitat, the land of their birth, their toil and probably their death. For them, their land has been bestowing misery after misery on those hapless souls... never giving a respite from the dangers of natural disasters. Year after year, the story of tears and toils are repeated. Still, the people go on with their lives – for centuries now – with the eternal hope that one day, their miseries will come to an end and they will lead a happy peaceful life.